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Abstract 

This study investigates the adverse effects of auditor initial going-concern qualified opinion 
(IGCQ) on the stock and audit market employing the bivariate probit model on Taiwanese 
public firms. Results show that (1) unobservable interference factors may be responsible for 
the adverse market effects, (2) interaction exists between the stock and audit markets, (3) the 
probability of auditor switching is higher if the client is delisted from the market or 
influenced endogenously, (4) the self-fulfilling prophecy effect is not supported in the 
Taiwanese stock market; (5) one year after an IGCQ is issued, the client is more likely to 
switch auditors.  

Keywords: Going-concern, Self-fulfilling prophecy effect, Auditor switching, Bivariate 
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1. Introduction 

The stock and audit markets are both in the same open economic environment. Complicated 
causes or reciprocal effects may influence their interests mutually. Therefore, understanding a 
market’s characteristics and its interaction with others is necessary to discuss market 
organization behaviors. Audited financial information influences external related parties’ 
financial and credit decisions (Minnis, 2011; Smolarski et al., 2011). Stock prices of public 
firms will be affected if auditors air opinions of their going-concern uncertainties, or, worse, 
if they are delisted from the stock market. Generally, the audit market is decided by its 
demand and supply. However, an auditor switching may occur due to negative audit opinions 
issued or substantial operational changes of business. Therefore, an inseparable relation exists 
between stock and audit market when any changes incur to the public firms. 

The issuance of initial going-concern qualified opinion (IGCQ) for audited clients is a 
complicated and difficult process after auditors carefully review management plans for 
solving going-concern uncertainties and evaluate their feasibility based on the Generally 
Accepted Auditing Standards (GAAS) (Bruynseels et al., 2011; Citron and Taffler, 1992).  

A disclosed IGCQ causing client bankruptcy is called “the self-fulfilling prophecy effect”. 
Clients in financial hardship often switch auditors after an IGCQ (Menon and Schwartz, 1985; 
Tucker et al., 2003; Vanstraelen, 2003). Thus, this study intends to answer two questions. 
First, does the self-fulfilling prophecy effect exist? The evidence has been inconsistent 
(Citron and Taffler, 1992, 2001; George et al., 1996; Guiral, 2011; Louwers et al., 1999; 
Mutchler, 1984; Tucker and Matsumura, 1998;). Disclosed IGCQs accompany complex and 
unobservable factors. The inconsistent evidence may also vary due to different definitions of 
financial hardship or bankruptcy in the capital market. Bankruptcy is a legal process claiming 
a debtor’s insolvency and specifying a series of steps to liquidation.  Countries’ different 
laws define and recognize bankruptcy differently. 

Prior studies have discussed the different impacts of debtor- or creditor-oriented corporate 
bankruptcy systems (Charitou et al., 2007; Franken, 2004; Franks et al., 1996). Under United 
States Code Title 11 Bankruptcy law, in Chapter Seven for liquidation and Chapter Eleven for 
reorganization, the insolvency codes are primarily debtor-oriented. Legal bankruptcy 
procedures might force the bankrupt company to discontinue operations. However, 
creditor-oriented codes in British, Germany, Australia, and New Zealand make liquidation a 
normally adopted tactic for insolvent companies. Unfortunately, for companies in 
creditor-oriented countries, liquidation costs always exceed bankruptcy costs, which put their 
shareholders and other interested parties in relatively disadvantaged positions (Carver, 2012). 
Hence, a bankruptcy prediction model to evaluate the effect of IGCQ may be inappropriate 
when companies are regulated by the creditor-oriented codes (Kuruppu et al., 2003). 

In the U.S., when public companies experience financial hardships like bankruptcy, the 
Security Exchange Commission (SEC) may order the company shares to stop margin trading 
or even delist. Stocks may therefore experience lower liquidity and trading volume, and their 
prices may plummet. Investors will have lost essentially all their investments, making future 
bankruptcy evaluation meaningless. Because of the definitions of corporate bankruptcy is 
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varied in countries, it would be biased to interpret research results when evaluating the 
impacts of possible bankruptcy on stock investors. Besides, it is still unclear if public firms, 
subject to trading restrictions such as stop margin trading, trading suspension, or delisting, 
should be treated as bankruptable in current Taiwanese corporate law. As a result, this study 
uses delisting of Taiwanese public firms as the sample to represent firms in financial hardship, 
not firms in bankruptcy.  

The second research question concerns auditor switching to promote understanding about 
competition and expertise involved in the audit market. The SEC requires public companies 
to disclose auditor switching in the hope that auditors can perform their service independently 
without considering client preferences. Reasons for auditor switching should also be reported, 
such as changes in management, additional audit service needed, dissatisfaction or 
disagreement with the overall audit report, or conflicts in audit fees (Addams and Davis, 1994; 
Cassell et al., 2012; Chang et al., 2010; Defond, 1992; Feng, 2013; Menon and Schwartz, 
1985; Menon and Williams, 1991;Schwartz and Soo, 1996; Thevenot and Hall, 2011). Menon 
and Schwartz (1985) study the possibility of auditor switching for firms in trouble and the 
influence of the capital market on the demand for audit service. Their research concludes that 
financial hardship has a high correlation with auditor switching. Unfortunately, their research 
focuses on a certain particular sample, which could cause selection bias. In addition, the 
research applies the univariate test on only one explanatory variable of firms in financial 
trouble for auditor switching, ignoring other possible variables.  

Client decisions in the audit market may cause reactions in the stock market. A disclosed 
IGCQ may precipitate corporate delisting or bankruptcy. Delisting may lead to auditor 
switching as well. Previous research merely discusses the effects of audit decisions on audit 
or stock market, but neglects the possibility of an interaction between different market 
behaviors within the same economic environment, or excludes other unobservable 
interference factors. Therefore, this study aims to examine the possible adverse effects of an 
IGCQ, with five main topics:  

(1) Whether other unobserved factors influence the audit and stock markets at once.  

(2) Whether companies in financial hardship are more likely to switch auditors (re-examined 
considering sample selection bias). 

(3) Whether delisting influences auditor switching. That is, if there exists an endogenous 
problem between auditor switching and delisting.  

(4) Whether disclosed IGCQs cause delisting: that is, whether the self-fulfilling prophecy 
effect exists in Taiwanese stock market.  

(5) Whether auditor switching follows disclosure of IGCQs immediately.  

This study includes a literature review on the self-fulfilling prophecy effect and auditor 
switching, research design to explain variables measured, specification of the bivariate probit 
model and empirical model, research results and analysis, sensitivity analysis for the 
empirical model, and a conclusion. 
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2. Literature Review 

After the issuance of an IGCQ, the client may go bankrupt or switch auditors. Either of these 
circumstances would harm the CPA firm, directly or indirectly. Client bankruptcy may 
damage its reputation and thus drive away future clients or current ones, leading to losses of 
audit and non-audit revenues. The following is a review of studies of the self-fulfilling 
prophecy effect and auditor switching. 

2.1 The Self-Fulfilling Prophecy Effect 

The main role that an auditor plays is to disclose information of the client, not to evaluate the 
risks associated with the client (Islam, 2013). However, an IGCQ can expedite a client’s 
failure, exerting a bad influence on current and potential investors, creditors, suppliers, and 
consumers (Carcello and Vanstraelen, 2009). When this early warning leads to client 
bankruptcy, it is called the self-fulfilling prophecy effect (Mutchler, 1984). From direct 
interviews, Mutchler (1984) found that auditors generally consider potential impacts on 
clients in an IGCQ. However, most did not believe in the self-fulfilling prophecy effect. 
Tucker and Matsumura (1998) based on game theory, correlated the predicted variable and 
reactive factor. Their models show that when the opinion pattern is self-fulfilling in the 
predicted variable, auditors are less likely to issue an IGCQ although their results do not 
conform to economists’ prediction. That may due to their overall risk aversion.  

Moreover, there is no consensus in research about the self-fulfilling prophecy effect. Citron 
and Taffler (1992) sampled 86 British companies that received IGCQs and controlled for 
company size, year, industry category, and financial conditions, intending to distinguish 
IGCQs’ impacts. They found that one year after the IGCQ was issued, 21 out of the 86 
sample companies were bankrupt. Surprisingly, of a matched control group of 86 companies 
that did not receive IGCQs, 22 declared bankruptcy. They found no evidence of the 
self-fulfilling prophecy effect. Louwers et al. (1999) found no proof of it either. However, 
Nogler (1995), using a sample of 157 American companies that received IGCQs from 
1983-1990, found that 33% of them were bankrupt later and 30% experienced an 
organizational restructure such as mergers, liquidation, or dissolution, supporting the idea of 
the self-fulfilling prophecy effect. In addition, George et al. (1996) also indicated the 
existence of self-fulfilling prophecy effect. Therefore, before any further discussion about this 
topic, it is necessary to investigate variations in others’ research methods and their data 
collecting processes. However, Citron and Taffler (2001) proposed the degree of financial 
distress that drives both client bankruptcy and the auditor’s going concern disclosure rather 
than the disclosure itself that causes client failure.  

Based on motivated reasoning and belief-adjustment model, Guiral et al. (2011) proved the 
self-fulfilling prophecy that auditors’ expectations affected their attitudes toward the evidence 
in the going concern setting from a laboratory experiment. On the other hand, Louwers et al. 
(1999) provided three critical problems with verifying the self-fulfilling prophecy effect. First, 
it is hard to clarify whether the qualified audit opinion can be an indicator for financial 
hardships. Second, if it is, it is uncertain whether it causes bankruptcy or reflects other factors 
that cause bankruptcy. Third, due to limits on information, auditors may not able to 
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thoroughly evaluate foreseeable impacts on the client’s future operations after the IGCQ is 
issued. It is impossible for auditors to issue different opinions when going-concern 
uncertainties exist, and yet if they do, the client may still go bankrupt.  

This study applies the following methods to overcome these limitations and those cited by 
Citron and Taffler (1992). For the sample design, we further divide companies into two 
sub-sample groups, delisting and non-delisting. The IGCQ variable is included in the model 
to verify its predictive power of delisting when controlling other factors. In addition, this 
study also examines if the audit opinion, independently or concurrently with other 
unobserved variables, affects client delisting.  

2.2 Auditor Switching 

Previous studies have tested audit fees, auditor’s active reactions toward clients, corporate 
mergers and acquisitions, manager changes, effects of corporate governance, lack of 
beneficial reactions, stock market reaction, management’s disagreement with audit reports, 
and corporate financial hardships as possible reasons for auditor switching (Addams and 
Davis, 1994; Asthana et al., 2010; Cassell et al., 2012; Chang et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2010; 
Lopez et al., 2011; Menon and Schwartz, 1985; Schwartz and Soo, 1996; Stunda, 2012; 
Yanan et al., 2013). Other issues relating to auditor switching are initial public offering 
(Menon and Williams, 1991), agent conflict and relative size (Defond, 1992), adverse internal 
control audit opinion (Thevenot and Hall, 2011), the effect of December fiscal year-end (Feng, 
2013). 

Certain studies have shown that when clients received IGCQs, auditor switching obviously is 
more likely to occur (Citron and Taffler, 1992; Krishnan and Stephens, 1995; Lennox, 2000; 
Tucker et al., 2003; Vanstraelen, 2003). Menon and Schwartz (1985), however, did not 
discover that relation. Auditors become more conservative in their going-concern judgments 
and the resulting audit opinion decision (Anderson, 2011; Stunda and Pacini, 2013). In 
addition, empirically supports that when an audit report is changeable, auditor switching is 
easy (Lennox, 2000). A Belgian study discovers that the threat of switching can effectively 
remove an auditor’s autonomy (Vanstraelen, 2003).  

Most auditor switching studies have adopted statistical independence tests and applied 
univariate tests on two variables. However, a contradiction about research methods is found 
in the studies of Menon and Schwartz (1985). Three factors may have led to their dissenting 
results: particular and different sample sets, unobserved variables, and occasional intervening 
variables. This study focuses on the association of auditor switching and delisting from the 
Taiwanese stock market. We also investigate unobserved variables to clarify the existence of 
additional causal relationships. 

3. Research Design 

Table 1A describes research variables and Table 1B describes the testing models as shown. 
According to Citiron and Taffler’s corporate bankruptcy model (1992, 2001), we uses a 
dummy dependent variable to represent whether the firm incurs delisting (DELIST, binary). A 
dummy variable for auditor switching (SWITCH, binary) is the same as in Menon and 
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Schwartz (1985) and Vanstraelen (2003).  

Our empirical model includes five control variables. The age variable (AGE, years) comes 
from Chen and Lee (1993) who use the age of the market listing period to predict the 
probability of bankruptcy. A longer listing period enables firms to accumulate greater 
profitability and smoother operation. Thus, we predict the longer AGE is, the lower the 
possibility of delisting. The second control variable represents a client’s reported loss (LOSS, 
binary). When a company reports a loss, it signals its financial condition is weak and more 
likely to fail. The third control variable represents audit report quality. Users generally 
incorporate such quality into their investment or credit decisions. We include a dummy 
variable by a “Big Four” CPA firm audit (B4, binary) to proxy audit quality as in the 
Krishnan (1994) model. The fourth control variable is the firm size (SIZE, nature log of total 
assets). Citiron and Taffler (1992, 2001) and Haskins and Williams (1990) agree that larger 
companies are less likely to fail because they have longer history and more resources to 
support their operation. Banks and interested parties prefer to support larger firms that have 
more to lose in costs and unfavorable news if they fail. Therefore, we expect that the larger 
the company, the less likely delisting is. The fifth control variable represents the degree of 
financial hardship (FINANCE) by adopting a z-score composite financial hardship index 
according to the model of Altman (1968) and Cititron and Taffler (2001). If the z-score is 
lower, the company is in more serious financial hardship and more likely to fail. The z-linear 
index is based on a series of financial ratios of the following: Zi = 0.012X1 + 0.014 X2 + 
0.033 X3 + 0.0064 X4 + 0.999 X5, where X1 = [(current asset - current liabilities)/total assets], 
X2 = [retained earnings/total assets], X3 =[income before interests and taxes/total assets], X4 = 
[the market value of total equity/total liabilities], and X5 = [sales revenues/total assets]. 
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Table 1A. Research variable definition 

Variable Definition 
DELIST Whether the client is delisted from the stock market 
AGE The years of market delisting 
IGCQ Whether the client is issued with an initial going-concern 

qualified audit opinion 
RGCQ Whether the client is issued with a repeated going-concern 

qualified audit opinion 
IGCQY1 The client incurs auditor switching one year after IGCQ  
IGCQY2 The client incurs auditor switching two years after IGCQ  
IGCQY3 The client incurs auditor switching three years after IGCQ 
LOSS The client reporting loss during the sample period 
  
B4 The client audited by a big four CPA firm 
SIZE The market value of the client 
  
SWITCH Whether the client incur audit switching 
  
FINANCE A Z-score composite index, the degree of financial hardships 

of the client (the lower Z-score, the worse its financials)  
Table 1B: The testing models 
Model Equations Statistical method 
A (10), (11) Bivariate probit model 
B (12), (13) Recursive simultaneous equation 
C (14), (15) Recursive simultaneous equation 
D (16) Delisting (DELIST) model for comparison with model A  
E (17) Switching (SWITCH) model for comparison with model A 

  

To understand causes for auditor switching, we also employ the five control variables in the 
switching model according to prior studies (Krishnan, 1994; Menon and Schwartz, 1985). 
However, client size inhibits auditor switching (Haskins and Williams, 1990; Krishnan, 1994) 
since smaller firms grow rapidly in general and tend to switch to bigger CPA firms unlike 
larger firms, who are deterred by higher switching costs. Sample selection bias occurs when 
the sample is not selected randomly but only from clients issued with IGCQ. To overcome the 
bias, we apply the bivariate probit method, which can reveal unobservable factors affecting 
delisting and auditor switching. The research model is designed as follows:  

11
'
11 εβ +=∗ XY           (1) 

22
'
2

*
2 εβ += XY           (2) 
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where Y1
* is the latent propensity for client delisting and a vector X1

’ is the observed variables 
affecting Y1

*. In addition, let Y2
* be the latent propensity for the client to switch auditors and 

vector X2
’ be the observed variables influencing Y2

*. Yi
* is unobservable and relates to the 

binary explanatory variable, based on the following: 

11 =Y , if 01 ∗Y ; 01 =Y , if 01 ≤∗Y  and       (3) 

12 =Y , if 02 ∗Y ; 02 =Y , if 02 ≤∗Y         (4) 

where Y1=1 when the client is delisted and Y2=1 when the auditors are switched. The error 

term ),( 21 εε  is supposed to be a standard bivariate normal distribution, 

),( 21 εεf ~N 







1

1

ρ
ρ

, 0)()( 21 == εε EE , 1)()( 21 == εε VV , ρεε =),cov( 21 . Equations 

(1) and (2) have the same related error terms with random disturbances for both latent 
propensities of delisting and auditor switching.  

Therefore, both possibilities of delisting and auditor switching could be written into the 
following:  

);,();,(

),()1,1(

221121212

221121
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x x

 ∞− ∞−
==

=== 
      (5) 

where F has a correlation coefficient of ρ  which has a bivariate standard normal 

distribution function. The maximum likelihood method estimates the parameters in the model, 
with a function as the following: 

{
=

=
n

i

L
1

21 ),,(ln ρββ )1();,(ln 21221121 YYXXFYY ii −+× ρββ +  

[ ] })(ln)1();,(ln 1112211 βφρββφ iii XYXX −−+         (6) 

where φ  is a standard normal distribution function. 

We also investigate if delisting and auditor switching interact concurrently within the same 
economic environment. The recursive bivariate probit model, called the recursive 
simultaneous equations model, verifies the relation as in the following (Greene, 2003; 
Maddala, 1983):  

 )0(1, *
1111

'
11 YYXY =+=∗ εβ           (7) 

)0(1, *
222122

'
2

*
2 YYYXY =++= εγβ         (8) 
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where Y1=1, when the client is delisted, is also the dependent variable in equation (7) and 
Y2=1, when the client switches auditors, is the independent variable in equation (8) which 
also includes the endogenous variable of Y1. The dependent variables are those included in 

the vectors of X1
’ and X2

’ in equation (7) and (8). The error term 21,εε  in equations (7) and 

(8) is a standard bivariate normal distribution with a correlation coefficient of ρ . 

),( 21 εεf ~N 







1

1

ρ
ρ

, 0)()( 21 == εε EE , 1)()( 21 == εε VV , ρεε =),cov( 21  (9) 

To discuss how a repeated opinion influences delisting and auditor switching, we further 
distinguish between ordinary IGCQs and repeated going-concern qualified opinions 
(hereafter RGCQ) in equation (10). Because of the time lapse between IGCQ and client 
bankruptcy, other factors or even an RGCQ affecting bankruptcy may complicate the 
self-fulfilling prophecy effect. If the RGCQ is proven insignificant, the qualified opinion 
itself may not be a substantial factor in delisting.  

In addition, according to Menon and Schwartz (1985) and Vanstraelen (2003), we wait three 
years after the IGCQ to discover auditor switching in Taiwan. Empirically this study assumes 
auditor switching may be occur one year after IGCQ (hereafter IGCQY1), two years after 
(IGCQY2), and three years after (IGCQY3). In our study, the sample is divided into audit 
clients with and without IGCQ so we can compare the two sub-sample groups. Therefore, 
whether we should attribute auditor switching to the IGCQ or simply to the client’s original 
financial hardships could be clear, since previous studies suggest firms in financial hardship 
are more likely to switch auditors. The empirical model is below (11):  

),,4,,,,( FINANCESIZEBLOSSAGERGCQIGCQfDELIST =    (10) 

),,4,,1( FINANCESIZEBAGEIGCQYfSWITCH =      (11) 

We also need to verify whether delisting and auditor switching are mutually causally related. 
Since the two events are binary variables, the recursive bivariate probit model is appropriate 
to test them. Thus, in equation (12), auditor switching is an endogenous variable in the 
bankruptcy model to explain delisting. In addition, equations (12) and (13) also use the 
bivariate probit model to test if the two events are subject to other vital unobservable factors 
called unspecified variables. Similarly, in equation (15) for auditor switching model, another 
endogenous variable for delisting is used to test its effect on auditor switching as stated in the 
following recursive bivariate probit model to estimate equation (14) and (15).  

),,4,,,,,( FINANCESIZEBLOSSAGERGCQIGCQSWITCHfDELIST =  (12) 

),,4,,1( FINANCESIZEBAGEIGCQYfSWITCH =         (13) 
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),,4,,,,( FINANCESIZEBLOSSAGERGCQIGCQfDELIST =    (14) 

),,4,,1,( FINANCESIZEBAGEIGCQYDELISTfSWITCH =       (15) 

For comparison with the bivariate prodbit model in equations (10-15), equation (16) and (17) 
are added to determine delisting and audit switching respectively.  

),,4,,,,( FINANCESIZEBLOSSAGERGCQIGCQfDELIST =     (16) 

),,4,,3,2,1( FINANCESIZEBAGEIGCQYIGCQYIGCQYfSWITCH =   (17) 

4. Sample Design and Empirical Results 

The sample design divides Taiwanese public firms into three sub-sample groups based on 
previous studies (Citron and Taffler, 1992, 2001; Louwers et al., 1999). The first group 
includes 34 public firms receiving IGCQs from 1987 to 2010 but continued operation until 
the end of research. The second group includes 167 already delisted companies who received 
IGCQs during the same period. The third group is the control group with a total of 557 public 
companies being in operation who may receive IGCOs during the sample period. Only public 
firms with complete information are included into the entire sample. Criteria used to match 
samples are sample period, industry classification, and company size. All sample data was 
obtained from the Market Observation Post System of the Taiwan Stock Exchange and from 
the Taiwan Economic Journal. 

Table 2A&2B provide sub-sample firm distribution by audit opinion (IGCQ: 26.5% vs. 
non-IGCQ: 73.5%), delisting (yes: 71.0% vs. no: 29.0%) and auditor switching (yes: 20.1% 
vs. no: 79.9%) to examine the self-fulfilling prophecy effect in Taiwan. To verify model 
stability, firms were further divided into sub-sample groups of delisting and auditor 
switching.  
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Table 2A.: Sub-sample firm numbers by audit opinion and market delisting 

If IGCQ firms If market delisting firms  

No� Yes�  
Total 

Yes¶ 
34 167 201 (26.5%) 

No 504 53 557 (73.5%) 
Total 538 (71.0%) 220 (29.0%) 

758 (100.0%)§ 

Table 2B: Sub-sample firm numbers by audit opinion and auditor switching 
If IGCQ firms If auditor switching firms  

No Yes Total 
Yes 49 152 201 (26.5%) 
No 557 0 557 (73.5%) 
Total 606 (79.9%) 152 (20.1%) 758 (100.0%) 

�
  not occurring market delisting or auditor switching until sampling time in 2010. 

�
  occurring market delisting or auditor switching during the period of 1987-2010. 

¶
  if firms issued with IGCQ during 1987-2010.  

§
  total sample includes 758 public firms and a sub-sample of 557 (73.5%) non-IGCQ firms is the 

controlling sample, matching with 201 IGCQ firms (26.5%) based on the year, industry, and 

companies size.  

 

Table 3 states the descriptive statistics for the research variables. Delisted firms 
consist of 29% of the entire sample, with a ratio of 1:2.5 to non-delisted firms. The 
ratio is not 1:1 to avoid overestimating the sample of delisted firms. 
Auditor-switching firms consist of 20% of the sample. Among IGCQ firms, there are 
167 delisting firms, 34 non-delisting firms and 152 auditor switching firms. Of the 
entire sample firms, 26.5% are IGCQ firms and 15.4% are RGCQ firms. There are 
11.1% IGCQ firms incurring auditor switching one year after the IGCQ. Among the 
IGCQ firms, 44.9% of delisting firms also have auditor switching but only 26.4% of 
non-delisting firms have switching. About 10% of IGCQ firms have auditor switching 
in the next year after the IGCQ of which delisting firms are twice likely to switch 
auditors than those non-delisting ones. 
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Table 3. Descriptive statistics of research variables 

Variable Mean Median Std. Dev. Max Min 
AGE (years) 

14.972� 12 9.504 48 1 

 
(18.411) � (16) (9.198) (47) (6) 

 
[18.916] ¶ [17] [10.183] [48] [4] 

      
SIZE 14.733 14.698 1.390 18.73 7.28 
(nature log, (15.465) (15.94) (1.702) (18.732) (12.65) 
total assets) [14.871] [14.947] [1.373] [18.057] [7.282] 
      
FINANCE 1.626 0.975 4.453 73.71 -0.10 
 (0.758) (0.65) (0.607) (3.095) (0) 
 [1.094] [0.848] [1.217] [12.676] [0] 

�  Numbers without any bracket are for the total 557 sample 

�  Numbers in parentheses ( ) are for the sub-sample 34 IGCQ but non-delisting firms 

¶
  Numbers in square brackets [ ] are for the sub-sample 167 IGCQ but delisting firms 

 

Table 4 is a correlation matrix for the delisting firms, auditor switching firms, the predicted 
and control variables. There is positive correlation (0.751) between delisting and switching 
auditors. Positive correlations are also found for the delisting firms with the IGCQ firms 
(0.855) but with RGCQ firms (0.601), as well as for the auditor switching firms with the 
IGCQ firms (0.834) but with the RGCQ (0.634). Thus, many IGCQ firms may experience 
delisting and/or auditor switching soon after their IGCQ but not before the RGCQ. The 
correlation between IGCQ and auditors switching at one year later is 0.684, revealing the 
auditor switching generally occurs within one year of the IGCQ. However, there is 
insignificant correlation between the degree of financial hardships (low FINANCE index) 
and delisting. That may be due to the time required for serious financial hardships to develop 
and actually lead to delisting. The significant negative correlation (-0.79) between IGCQ and 
FINANCE confirms that firms in financial hardships (lower FINANCE) are generally those 
clients with IGCQ. 

As to the appropriateness of the bivariate probit model, first, the chi-square X2 test is applied 
to three sets of simultaneous equations of the bivariate probit model and the recursive models 
of B and C. All the models employed are significant at less than 1% level, indicating the 
probit and recursive simultaneous equations models are appropriate methods. Based on the 
correlation coefficient matrix in Table 4, a positive significant correlation (0.751 at < 1%) is 
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found between delisting and auditor switching, supporting the joint model estimation. 

 

Table 4. The correlation coefficient matrix  

 DELIST IGCQ  IGCQ LOSS  SIZE FINANCE 

Variable  AGE RGCQ Y1 Y2 Y3  B4 SWITCH  

DELIST   1            

AGE .22**  1           

IGCQ .88** .44**  1          

RGCQ .60** .17** .71**  1         

IGCQY1 .57** .15** .58** .47**  1        

IGCQY2 .31** .04 .38** .30** -.08*  1       

IGCQY3 .19** .04 .17** .13** -.03 -.02   1      

LOSS .48** .17** .56** .40** .34** .24** .12**  1     

B4 -.08* -.23** -.08* -.05 .01 -.04 .02 .02  1    

SIZE .05 .21** .10** .10** .01 .05 .01 .12** .06   1   

SWITCH .75** .22** .83** .63** .68** .42** .20** .52** .01 .10**   1  

FINANCE -.008 -.07 -.79** -.51* -.05 .01 .04 .007 .06 -.02 -.03 1 

*** Significant at 1% level, ** at 5%, and * at 10%. 

In Table 5, the bivariate probit model shows the estimated correlation coefficients, ρ , of 

0.752, 0.797, and 0.763 are all significantly different from zero at 1% level for model A, B, 
and C respectively. That reveals both delisting and auditor switching are subject to the 
impacts of unobservable factors within the model such as cycles in economic and changes in 
financial system. Based on these significant correlations, both models of delisting and auditor 
switching should be estimated jointly in empirical testing by two equations according to their 
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correlations.  

Based on the empirical results from the three sets of A, B, and C bivariate simultaneous 
equations, the IGCQ does not affect delisting significantly, neither does the RGCQ influence 
the delisting significantly, even when the financial hardships variable is controlled for in the 
model. However, our results agree with those of Citron and Taffler (2001). In conclusion, we 
cannot support the self-fulfilling prophecy effect in the Taiwanese stock market because the 
time lapse between IGCQ and delisting interferes with the result. In addition, by excluding 
IGCQs and financial hardships, unobservable factors in other markets in the same economic 
environment may contribute to delisting, confirmable by significant estimated correlation 

coefficients ρ  in the bivariate probit models. From the B model, the auditor switching 

variable (SWITCH) has a significant impact on delisting (DELIST). The C model shows that 
clients in financial hardships tend to switch auditors, which verifies Menon and Schwartz 
(1985)’s assertion that delisting leads to auditor switching. Other changes in the stock market 
would also influence the demand for audit services.  

Based on the estimation results of the A, B, and E model, factors influencing auditor 
switching are all significant. One year after the IGCQ (IGCQY1), companies are most likely 
to switch auditors. Model C also reveals that delisting raises the probability of auditor 
switching significantly. Model E studies individual behaviors in the audit market and finds 
auditor switching likely in IGCQY1 and IGCQY2 but not IGCQY3. Although the audit 
market is highly regulated, auditors are subject to replacement with short notice by 
unsatisfied clients. Model D only considers factors causing client delisting when its financial 
conditions are controlled. Empirical results confirm our hypothesis that the correlation 
between audit and stock market may interfere with the explanation of delisting. Indeed, 
IGCQ and financial hardships do not cause delisting but other market correlations in the same 
economic environment may be. Model D also supports previous findings (Citron and Taffler, 
1992) that corporate bankruptcy is not related to financial hardship. However, differences in 
variable measurements and definitions should be handled with more attention. In this study, 
the degree of financial hardship is measured at one year before the IGCQ issued, because 
delisting generally occurs after an IGCQ. Earlier financial hardships are attributable to IGCQ 
but not necessarily to delisting as stated in Citron and Taffler (1992) findings. Therefore, we 
conclude that early financial hardships should not be the main cause for client delisting. 
Notice that we proxy bankruptcy by delisting which is different from previous measurements 
for corporate failure. Delisting in general causes company shares to lose liquidity but it does 
not necessarily lead to bankruptcy immediately. Consequently, any interpretation should be 
made with caution for there are different meanings among variables employed. 
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Table 5. Results of bivariate probit model 

Model A B C D E 

Variable DELIST 

(SD) 

SWITCH DELIST SWITCH DELIST SWITCH DELIST SWITCH

CONSTANT -238 

(28710) 

-2.84*** 

(.28) 

-4.08 

(92.07) 

-2.81** 

(.28) 

-3.99 

(93.26) 

-3.45** 

(.36) 

-151.6 

(2.2×105) 

-3.38** 

(.35) 

DELIST      2.27** 

(.17) 

  

SWITCH   1.44*** 

(.19) 

     

IGCQ 241 

(28710) 

 5.73 

(92.54) 

 5.51 

(93.44) 

 154.8 

(1.5×105) 

 

RGCQ -.22 

(.22) 

 -.25 

(.16) 

 -.20 

(.22) 

 -.22 

(.22) 

 

IGCQY1  3.12*** 

(.35) 

 3.06** 

(.34) 

 1.66** 

(.38) 

 3.62** 

(.37) 

IGCQY2        3.14** 

(.4) 

IGCQY3        8.57 

(1.4×105)

AGE .005 

(.01) 

.027** 

(.09) 

.01 

(.01) 

.02** 

(.009) 

.001* 

(.01) 

.022* 

(.01) 

.004 

(.001) 

.03** 

(.01) 

LOSS -.25 

(.44) 

 -1.15*** 

(.33) 

 -.33 

(.47) 

 -.28 

(.30) 

 

B4 .07 

(.24) 

.11 

(.17) 

-.05 

(.20) 

.15 

(.16) 

.001 

(.25) 

.28 

(.19) 

.08 

(.23) 

.32 

(.21) 

SIZE -.15** 

(.08) 

.001 

(.004) 

-.002 

(.05) 

.001 

(.004) 

-.001 

(.03) 

.001 

(.02) 

-.14* 

(.07) 

.001 

(.002) 

FINANCE .05 

(.10) 

.08 

(.05) 

.20 

(.18) 

.08 

(.05) 

.42 

(.16) 

.03 

(.11) 

.21 

(.16) 

.20 

(0.16) 

ρ .752**(.17) 0.797** (.21) 0.763** (170.95)   

Ln L -252 -253 -178  -86 -92 

*** is at 1% significant level, ** is at 5% and * is at 10%.     

5. Sensitivity Test 

A sub-sample is used to test the validity of empirical results for the original model, and then 
the entire sample is tested on different liner models again to compare the results with 
previous evidence obtained. Detailed robust test results are as below. 
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(1) Sub-sample Testing 

For this test, only a sub-sample for firms with the IGCQ is included and further divided into 
delisting and non-delisting, as a result, a total of 201 IGCQ firms are obtained. By applying 
the A, B, C, and D models to estimate variables, Table 6 shows no significant differences 
among the models. 

Table 6. Sub-sample testing results of bivariate probit model 

Model A B C D E 

Variable DELIST SWITCH DELIST SWITCH DELIST SWITCH DELIST SWITCH

CONSTANT 3.53*** 

(1.21) 

-1.44*** 

(.41) 

3.78** 

(1.2) 

-.415 

(1.02) 

3.07** 

(1.46) 

-1.44** 

(.42) 

2.97*** 

(1.2) 

-2.57** 

(.56) 

DELIST    1.41** 

(.82) 

    

SWITCH     1.06* 

(.78) 

   

IGCQY1  1.9*** 

(.41) 

 1.71*** 

(.54) 

 1.95*** 

(.42) 

 2.65*** 

(.42) 

IGCQY2        2.16*** 

(.47) 

IGCQY3        8.12 

(3.8x105)

AGE .004 

(.014) 

.027** 

(.012) 

.004 

(.014) 

.026** 

(.009) 

.001* 

(.015) 

.026** 

(.012) 

.003 

(.001) 

.044** 

(.016) 

LOSS -.24 

(.43) 

 -.17 

(.416) 

 -.489 

(.43) 

 -.305 

(.369) 

 

B4 .06 .64** .086 .59** .122 .664*** .095 .426*** 

 (.24) (.25) (.246) (.26) (.323) (.257) (.095) (.325) 

SIZE -.16** 

(.08) 

.001 

(.002) 

-.186** 

(.082) 

.001 

(.002) 

-.152 

(.09) 

.001 

(.003) 

-.141* 

(.077) 

.001 

(.0001)

FINANCE -.05 

(.27) 

-.029 

(.28) 

-.003 

(.269) 

-.031 

(.277) 

.04 

(.284) 

-.117 

(.447) 

.294* 

(.177) 

-.043 

(.26) 

ρ .604*(.187) 0.626*(.454) 0.614* (.531)   

Ln L -163 -162 -161  -86 -45 

*** is at 1% significant level, ** is at 5% and * is at 10%.                                                             

(2) Testing on Different Models 

To check the robustness of the bivariate probit model, the B and C recursive simultaneous 
equations are tested and compared with the other three models. Table 7 is the result 
comparison for the five models’ testing, including their estimated coefficients and degrees of 
fitness.  
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Table 7. Different model testing results of sensitivity tests 

Model SURE B C Probit Probit 

Variable DELIST SWITCH DELIST SWITCH DELIST SWITCH DELIST SWITCH

CONSTANT .089*** 

(.026) 

-.095*** 

(.026) 

-4.08 

(92.07) 

-2.81** 

(.28) 

-3.99 

(93.26) 

-3.45** 

(.36) 

-177.4 

(1.9×105) 

-3.43*** 

(.35) 

DELIST  1.01*** 

(5.6x105) 

   2.27** 

(.17) 

  

SWITCH .994*** 

(5x105) 

 1.44*** 

(.19) 

   .355** 

(.615) 

 

IGCQ 1.2x10-6 

(6x10-5) 

 5.73 

(92.54) 

 5.51 

(93.44) 

 181.3 

(1.9×105) 

 

RGCQ 9.8x10-8 

(4x10-5) 

 -.25 

(.16) 

 -.20 

(.22) 

 -.25 

(.22) 

 

IGCQY1  -6.4×10-11 

(2.9×10-7) 

 3.06** 

(.34) 

 1.66** 

(.38) 

 2.41** 

(.36) 

AGE .006 

(.001)   

.006 

(.001) 

.014 

(.011)   

.026** 

(.009) 

.001* 

(.014)    

.022* 

(.011) 

.026 

(.011)     

.027** 

(.009) 

LOSS -.001 

(.02)     

 -1.15*** 

(.33)    

 -.33 

(.47)     

 -.31 

(.37)      

 

B4 .083 

(.21)     

.084*** 

(.02) 

.05 

(.20)    

.15 

(.16)      

.001 

(.25)     

.28 

(.19)      

.003 

(.23)      

.32*** 

(.24)     

SIZE -.001* 

(.0012)   

.001 

(.0001)  

.002 

(.058)   

.001 

(.004)      

-.001 

(.03)    

.001 

(.029)     

.170** 

(.081)     

.001 

(.001)    

FINANCE -.09 

(.54) 

.08 

(.05) 

.20 

(.18) 

.08 

(.05) 

.42 

(.16) 

.03 

(.11) 

.3 

(.40) 

.14 

(.48) 

ρ  0.797* (0.21) 0.763* *(170)   

Ln L -116 -121 -253 -178 -86 -115 

*** is at 1% significant level, ** is at 5% and * is at 10%.                                                             

The SURE model is applied by a linear SUR (linear seemingly unrelated) model, similar to 
the bivariate probit model. Same coefficient directions and significant levels in key variables 
are derived from the models of SURE, B, and C (the recursive simultaneous equations). In 
addition, if employed separately by the probit models, only the significant levels exert very 
small changes but the coefficient directions remain the same as those of model B and C in 
general. Therefore, according to these sensitivity tests, we conclude that the bivariate probit 
model is robust by applying different model estimation methods. Therefore, the empirical 
evidence from the bivariate probit model is highly valid and trustworthy. 

6. Conclusions 

When GAAS are followed, an IGCQ does not make a client’s delisting its auditor’s 
responsibility. The main purpose of this paper is not to discuss who should account for the 
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delisting but to measure adverse impacts on the stock and audit market after the IGCQ issued, 
including delisting and auditor switching. However, if the stock and audit markets interact, 
delisting and auditor switching are themselves correlated. We investigated if delisting and 
auditor switching are subjected to unobservable factors simultaneously, in addition to the 
self-fulfilling prophecy effect in Taiwanese stock market when there is an IGCQ to 
precipitate client delisting. On the other hand, we also discussed if the demand for audit 
service would be affected by an IGCQ and if so, when auditor switching would occur.  

We proved empirically there are unobserved interfering factors affecting client delisting and 
auditor switching after an IGCQ issued. While auditor switching influences client delisting, 
delisting itself also directly affects auditor switching, proving the two adverse effects by the 
IGCQ are not independent. Since delisting and auditor switching interact within the stock and 
audit market, conclusions based on the assumption that relevant markets function 
independently are biased. Moreover, we do not find evidence of the self-fulfilling prophecy 
effect in the Taiwanese stock market and other vital unobserved variables, because neither the 
IGCQ nor RGCQ has a significant impact on client delisting. However, we empirically prove 
that delisting significantly causes auditor switching to occur one year after an IGCQ is issued.  

The main purpose of this study is to provide all related parties in the stock and audit market 
and regulatory agencies with useful information. For auditors, when clients are delisted and 
are likely to switch auditors afterward, CPA firms may face a reduction of audit engagements. 
In addition, clients associated with more audit risks should face higher risk premiums, or 
firms should transfer and consider risks in certain additional ways. Share investors should 
evaluate how the IGCQ may affect stock prices based on all relevant information. This study 
provides non-financial information about the possibility of auditor switching, a useful index 
for predicting future delisting of an IGCQ firm. For regulatory agencies, prior signals of 
financial hardships or unusual auditor switching should be used to prevent adverse effects on 
financial markets.  
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